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The United States Trade Representative (“USTR”) has recently declared to initiate an investigation toward China under the Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974. It seeks to determine whether measures China takes in regard to technology transfer, intellectual property (“IP”), and innovation are unreasonable or discriminatory so that those constitute burden or restriction on the US commerce. The legal action adds new evidence on the trade policy of ‘America First’ pursued by the Trump Administration. The investigation under Section 301, which includes ‘Section 301’, ‘Super 301’ and ‘Special 301’. Such legal process does not rely upon international law, but American domestic law to initiate trade investigation against American trade partners. By launching or threatening to launch the Section 301 investigation, the US often succeeded in forcing its trade partners to make compromise, for instance, open their market to American goods and revive their domestic laws. Thus, it has long been complained as a unilateral means based on American hegemony.

As a matter of fact, the Section 301 investigation is not new for China. For instance, in 1992, a Section 301 investigation forced China to sign with the US a Memorandum of Understanding on IP. Furthermore, the US imposed a 100 percent punitive tariff on Chinese textiles, clothing and electronics in 1994 and 1995, respectively. Moreover, the USTR, at the request from the United Steelworkers Union, launched a Section 301 investigation toward China’s clean-energy policies and measures in 2010.

Why is then China targeted again in 2018? There are several reasons. First,
the US seriously suffered from the financial crisis happening in 2008 and has not recovered its economy yet. As the result, Donald Trump, during the president campaign in 2016, pledged that he would transfer to the ‘America First’ policy, which means a more aggressive trade policy. After taking the presidency, Trump should keep his promise. Second, since the accession to the World Trade Organization (“WTO”), China has remarkably expanded its trade volume and increased its trade competitiveness. In particular, the global economic crisis which hit nearly all developed countries fueled China’s economy. The trade deficit between China and the US has not been effectively remedied. Third, the US argued that China failed to full comply with its obligations under the WTO agreements and the WTO mechanism does not live up to American expectation to make China a good complier. As a result, the US resorts to the Section 301 again.

How does China perceive and engage American trade investigation? First, China considers that any trade war would hinder the revival of global economy and damage the interests of many stakeholders in the US. Accordingly, the US should handle trade disputes in a responsible manner. In addition to China, another 10 “priority watch states” and 23 ‘watch states’ are actually potential targets of the Section 301 investigation. Therefore, China perceives the Section 301 not only a mutual trade dispute between China and the US, but also American abandon of liberal multilateral trade system which it has advocate and defended for decades. Instead, China proclaims itself as a defender of liberal multilateral trade regime.

Second, China is willing to negotiate with the US with the aim to resolve mutual trade disputes. China’s Ministry of Commerce spokesman stressed that in either importation or exportation and either trade in goods or services, the Sino-US trade is fundamentally determined by the market and the choices of businesses and consumers in two countries. He also argued that there should be multiple factors which would contribute to the imbalance of the Sino-US trades. In particular, the restraint on the exports of high technology to China, which the US has huge comparative advantage, is a point of contention. What the US should do is not to launch the Section 301 investigation, but open its own trade market more widely.

Third, China will argue and defend its trade right under the WTO regimes.
China is no longer a timid ‘student’ in the WTO as over a decade has passed since its accession to this global trading system. Rather, China has become an influential player in the WTO. China’s trade officials are skilled to handle cases brought by other WTO members, while they are professional to file claims against other WTO members including the US. The US can launch the Section 301 investigation on its own, but the final judge of the WTO Dispute Settlement Body (“DSB”) is not American. It is expected that the DSB at the request of China, will review whether the Section 301 investigation is in breach of American obligations to the WTO.13

Last, China should recognize that there is still room to enhance the legislation and enforcement in China. Good laws and effective enforcement can reduce the unfair trade practice and place different traders on an equal footing, making China-US mutual trade more sustainable.
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